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Mixed feelings after having spent a week 
behind the wheel of the new Honda HR-
V. Plus points aplenty for outstanding 
economy, but it fell well short of the 
quality of build that I have come to 
expect from his Japanese carmaker.                   
The new HR-V is one of a new 
generation of sub compact SUVs and it 
delivers a unique proposition to the 
crossover segment: stylish coupe looks 
with the tough stance of an SUV, the 
space and versatility of an MPV.                                            
I have to admit that several people did 
comment on just how good looking this 
new Honda is and I would have to agree.                               

Clearly this offering from Honda is clearly aimed at the younger driver, one who does 
not desire a bulky styled large SUV, so I suppose you could describe the HR-V as 
trendy.                                                                                                                                  
Moving to the interior and the newcomer offers class-leading interior space and 
thanks to Honda’s innovative Magic Seat system, high levels of versatility.                  
I found the materials employed just too much of the plastic feel, of course this is all 
down to personal taste.                                                                                                          
Good design defines the vehicles interior 
where Honda’s designers have married 
expansive spaciousness with the feel of a 
sporty, enclosed cockpit. That comes as 
no great surprise as most of the Honda 
family of cars feature a sporty cabin.                          
Power choice is good, 120PS 1.6 litre I-
DTEC diesel or 130PS 1.5 litre I-VTEC 
petrol engines, both part of Honda’s 
Earth Dreams Technology series.                               
The diesel has a six-speed manual while 
the petrol has a six-speed manual or 
CVT. My test car had the diesel engine 
with super economy, however I would 
have preferred the CVT transmission.                                                                                                         
There is further choice for the customer 
in that Honda has three grades to pick from. Colour is very important when choosing 
a new set of wheels and Honda have on offer a palette of colours, four metallic 
(Brilliant Sporty Blue, Alabaster Silver, Modern Steel, Ruse Black) and three 
pearlescent (Morpho Blue, Crystal Black, White Orchid) paint finishes, as well as 



solid Milano Red and the newly-
introduced Ruse Black and Morpho Blue 
are available exclusively for the new 
HR-V.                                                
Those who purchase the HR-V, may it 
be a young driver or a young family, 
living with this new Honda should 
deliver especially when it comes down 
to everyday use. A centre-mounted fuel 
tank layout creates class-leading interior 
space and a high eye-line ensures a 
commanding, wide field of vision for the 
driver.                                           Good 
news for those who travel in the back, 
they will benefit from an abundance of 

head, leg and knee room and Honda’s Magic Seat system provides unrivalled cabin 
versatility.                                                                                                                                  
All the trappings we often need to transport; good news again, cargo space easily 
accessed through wide and low tailgate opening.                                                             
However is there a danger that the SUV market is becoming just too crowded as it 
divides further. Is there room and desire for the small SUV like the Honda HR-V. 
There just might be as especially in urban areas parking becomes a nightmare. Despite 
my minor misgivings this model from Honda has every chance of proving popular.  
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